AMC HD - AMC is an award-winning network that offers an extensive list of film titles alongside criticallyacclaimed, original programming. A subscription to AMC also includes complementary, 24/7 access to AMC on-demand
content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
CBC News Network HD - CBC News Network is a 24 hour national news channel that features the up to the
minute headlines. Check out all the latest headlines, business news, and the popular - The National.
DIY Network/
HGTV HD – DIY is the go-to destination for rip-up, knock-out home improvement television.
DIY Network Canada’s programs and experts answer the most sought-after questions and offer creative projects for doit-yourself enthusiasts. – HGTV the hottest address for the most compelling and entertaining stories about the
connections people have with the places they call home. HGTV’s hit series follow people through the emotional highs
and lows of reno rescues, jaw-dropping transformations and property pursuits with the channel’s most trusted celebrity
hosts and experts by their side. A subscription to HGTV also includes complementary, 24/7 access to HGTV on-demand
content via Shaw Direct On Demand
Discovery HD - With compelling real-life programming that inspires and entertains, Discovery Channel reveals the
world in all its wonder, diversity and amazement. Discovery Channel offers a signature mix of adrenaline-charged
stories, larger-than-life personalities and vivid imagery for viewers with curious minds. With the best non-fiction
programming from Canada and around the world, Discovery Channel captures the excitement of a passion for life - one
lived fully and at its most extreme.
H2 HD /
History HD - H2, where information is entertainment, experienced in unexpected and exciting ways. H2
offers a deeper perspective on history from all around the globe. A subscription to H2 also includes complementary,
24/7 access to H2 on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand. – HISTORY captivates Canadian audiences with
gripping stories about the people and events that have shaped our world. With popular documentaries and dramas,
viewers are privy to intriguing accounts of the civilizations and innovations that have brought us where we are today. A
subscription to History also includes complementary access to our HISTORY Go App and 24/7 access to History ondemand content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Showcase HD - Big. Bold. Hits. With a top-rated line-up of hit series, breakout cable exclusives and big-ticket
movies, Showcase is a content powerhouse that delivers some of the most popular and most colourful
programming in Canada. A subscription to Showcase also includes complementary, 24/7 access to Showcase On Demand
content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
W Network /
Cooking Channel – W Offers a distinctive program schedule, complete with big personalities
and high stakes stories, delivering everything from box office Hollywood hits and popular dramas to reality shows. From
beauty and style, to home and garden, money tips, food and health and everything in between. – Cooking Channel is an
entertainment brand dedicated to satisfying a growing hunger for more content devoted to food and cooking in every
dimension; from global cuisines to international travel, history and unconventional how-tos.
A&E HD - Originally known as the Arts and Entertainment Channel—broadcasting premier intellectual and artistic
content, A&E has changed its format over the last decade to include an eclectic selection of reality TV shows
alongside original miniseries and scripted dramas. Real Life. Drama.
Bravo HD - From compelling characters to ‘edge of your seat’ storylines, Bravo is bold television. Home to exclusive
dramas, blockbuster favourites, and event programming, Bravo delivers smart, premium television to viewers across
Canada.
Comedy Network HD - Uncut and uncensored, an eclectic mix of scripted, stand-up, sketch, improv, and
animated comedy - as well as topical comedy talk shows, game shows and classic situation comedies. Offering an
unrivalled slate of original Canadian programming

CNN HD /
HLN - CNN was created by Ted Turner in 1980 to present 24-hour live news broadcasts, using satellites
to transmit reports from news bureaus around the world. HLN is the national television network that focuses on the
“must-see, must-share” stories of the day. Drawing upon the network’s deep bench of talent, HLN dissects and
demystifies the news stories and newsmakers people are talking about.
CTV News Channel HD - The CTV News Channel Canada's 24-hour all-news network. CTV News Channel delivers
breaking news the second it happens with original news programming.
Food Network HD - Canadian specialty channel with programming related to food, cooking, cuisine, and the food
industry. Food Network is a joint venture between Shaw Media, Corus Entertainment, and Scripps Networks Interactive.
A subscription to Food Network also includes complementary, 24/7 access to Food Network on-demand content
via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Space HD - SPACE (sometimes referred to as the Space Channel) is a Canadian television channel that features
science fiction, fantasy and horror programming including films, documentaries, scripted television series and more.
TLC HD - TLC celebrates life’s surprises with programming that explores those unmatched, one-in-a-million, “you had
to be there” moments. Connecting a community of real people, whether they are on television or watching it, the
network’s hit programming reflects authentic experiences and relatable lives. A subscription to TLC also includes
complementary, 24/7 access to TLC on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Action HD - With the most thrilling combination of high-energy hit movies and high-stakes series, Action provides
non-stop access to explosive programming. Action Knows Action.
CMT - CMT (Country Music Television) Canada offers a family-friendly line-up of music, comedy and real-life
programming viewers relate to. You’ll feel right at home with CMT’s feel-good programming.
CNBC /
MSNBC – CNBC is an american news channel that reports financial news, stock market action and
emerging business trends. CNBC features breaking news, interviews with corporate, government and Wall Street experts
as well as series programming. – MSNBC is the place for in-depth analysis, political commentary and informed
perspectives.
Cosmo TV /
OWN – COSMO - This exciting channel is your backstage pass to men, sex and style and features a
sassy lineup of programming. CosmopolitanTV showcases entertainment and lifestyle programming ranging from
comedy and drama to relationships and red-hot reality programming. – OWN - Oprah brings “live your best life”
television right to your living room! OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network presents real life stories and moments of
transformation that are both inspiring and entertaining. A subscription to OWN also includes complementary, 24/7
access to OWN on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand
Crime and Investigation - Crime. Mystery. Drama. Journey into the compelling and complex world of C&I with
the definitive mix of television’s current suspense and crime drama franchises, including Law & Order and NCIS, and
riveting unscripted series that take viewers on an emotional and gripping journey into the world of criminal
investigation.
Deja View - What if your television was the quintessential time machine, ready to transport you to television's
heyday? Now it can! DejaView is the channel devoted to bringing you TV's ultimate classics from the '60s, '70s and '80s.
DTour - Canada’s newest lifestyle channel, DTOUR diverges off the beaten path with eye-opening programming
that reveals the drama, entertainment and ideas behind the everyday and the extraordinary. Led by the most engaging
personalities, the channel’s exclusive content broadens horizons and fulfills ongoing curiosity.
E HD - E! is devoted to entertainment programming including entertainment news, film, television, celebrities, and
fashion.

FX /
FXX - FX Canada delivers critically-acclaimed dramas and hit comedies. The channel's unique content
also features movies and original Canadian programming. A subscription to FX Canada also includes complementary,
24/7 access to FX Canada on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand. FXX HD is the destination for non-traditional
content that is witty, irreverent, and funny. Also available on demand via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Gusto /
Much HD - Gusto offers food and lifestyle programs that celebrate cooking, entertaining, travel,
home & style, featuring top celebrity chefs & food authorities from around the world. MuchMusic is a Canadian music
television channel dedicated to music-related programs, pop, and youth culture. Content is heavy on the music side with
weekly countdowns, specials, news, and award shows.
Makeful /
T+E – Makeful is a lifestyle specialty channel celebrating the maker community and the creation of
one-of-a-kind, handmade goods. T+E Travel+Escape is the home of top rated travel-themed programs with entertaining
hosts, compelling stories and exotic locations. The channel appeals to those who have a passion for travel and
adventure. A subscription also includes complementary, 24/7 access to Travel + Escape on-demand content via Shaw
Direct On Demand.
Movietime HD - MovieTime is the ultimate digital channel destination for big-ticket movies seven days a week.
With over 250 movie titles each month and back-to-back movies on the weekend, MovieTime offers movie lovers
unparalleled access to an extensive collection of favorite hits. What time is it?… It’s MovieTime!
MTV

/ MTV2 – MTV is a bold, dynamic and interactive, MTV offers innovative lifestyle, talk and
documentary programming. Canadian programmed and managed, Canada’s MTV is one of 49 MTV
programming services around the world. MTV in Canada reflects a uniquely Canadian culture and personality through a
mixture of locally produced and globally-shared programming. - MTV2 is the ultimate destination for Canada's 12 to 24
year olds, featuring an eclectic roster of crazy, over-the-top exclusive programming packed full of attitude. MTV2 airs
and covers hit movies, comedy, extreme sports, live music and videos, animation and gaming.
Nat Geo Wild HD /
National Geographic Channel HD – Nat Geo Wild Experience the best, most intimate
encounters with wildlife ever seen on television. Nat Geo Wild is dedicated to providing a unique insight into the natural
world, the environment and the amazing creatures that inhabit it. This also includes complimentary, 24/7 access to a
selection of Nat Geo Wild TV on-demand programming via Shaw Direct On Demand. – National Geographic is Canada's
only 24-hour source of entertaining programming about the exotic natural world offered in spectacular HD quality. A
subscription to National Geographic Channel also includes complimentary, 24/7 access to National Geographic Channel
on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Peachtree TV - Peachtree TV has become a favourite for audiences with its blockbuster movies every night,
prime-time shows, original specials which are shot and set in Atlanta, and SEC sports.
Slice HD - With highly addictive, must-see entertainment targeting viewers with an attitude found nowhere else in
the lifestyle television landscape, Slice brings an unapologetic attitude to topics that matter to women – family, fashion,
relationships, celebrity, finances and gossip – to name just a few. A subscription to Slice also includes complementary,
24/7 access to Slice on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Spike - Spike is a men's entertainment channel with programs ranging from high-tech and sports to
action/adventure and comedy. A subscription to Spike also includes complementary, 24/7 access to Spike on-demand
content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
TCM HD - Peabody Award-winning network, presenting great films since 1994, uncut and commercial-free, from
the largest film libraries in the world.
Stingray – Loud/Retro/Vibe/Juicebox -Stingray Loud caters to fans of hard music and delivers the best alternative,
metal, and punk music videos, alongside exclusive artist interviews, specials, and classic archival material. Stingray
Retro: Stylish. Always timeless. Unforgettable. Stingray Vibe is devoted to hip-hop, R&B, soul and reggae music videos,
interviews, and concert specials. Stingray Juicebox is a commercial-free service that broadcasts music videos aimed at
kids, specifically, pre-teens. The videos are approved by a committee consisting of parents and employees, who
determine the appropriateness of a specific video for the channel's target audience.

VISION ZoomerTV - VisionTV is Canada’s only English language cable and satellite specialty channel that airs multifaith, multicultural and family-oriented entertainment.
AHC – American Heroes Channel provides compelling, real stories about the military, offering a high-quality lens
through which viewers gain unique understanding and insight into the world of the armed forces. From the human face
of battle to the critical strategic decisions and latest high-tech hardware, the American Heroes Channel takes viewers
behind the lines and beyond the history books.
Animal Planet - Broadcasts a selection of reality TV shows alongside original documentaries focusing on stories from
the animal kingdom and the connections between humans and animals. Surprisingly Human
A. Side - A.Side or Aux celebrates today’s music lifestyle with trending videos and pop-culture defining series and
movies.
BBC World - BBC's commercially funded international 24-hour news and information channel, is owned and
operated by BBC World Ltd, a member of the BBC's commercial group of companies. BBC World is available in more than
200 countries and territories worldwide, and reaches 282 million households
BBC Earth - seeks to connect everyone with the incredible wonders of our world. We will take you on a thrilling
journey of discovery, from the smallest creatures to the limitless expanse of space. BBC Earth brings you face to face
with heart-pounding action, mind-blowing ideas, and the wonder of being human. We push boundaries, combining
imagination with technology, to create surprising new ways to open your eyes to the amazing world in which we live.
BET - Black Entertainment Television is an American specialty channel of fashion, news, music, movies, celebrities
and shows that cater to African-Canadian culture.
Bloomberg TV Canada - Bloomberg Television is a sophisticated 24-hour business and financial news channel
providing up-to-the-minute market coverage integrated into local newscasts.
BNN /
CP24 – BNN is the centrepiece of the Network's programming is its comprehensive real time coverage
of global market activity from a Canadian perspective. BNN – Business News Network provides constant on screen ticker
information from all major Canadian, U.S. and international stock markets. BNN also specializes in company profiles,
economic forecasting and analysis, segments on personal finance and interactive features that involve viewers. CP24 is
Toronto's Breaking News for the GTA, with CP24 Breakfast, Sports, Video, Traffic Times and Weather and more.
Cottage Life - It’s not just a place, it’s a frame of mind. This channel celebrates the people, places and activities
closest to the heart of Canada with new, exclusive programs. Entertaining, informative shows on favourite themes like
DIY, food, makeovers and the outdoors will bring the lifestyle home. It’s all here at Cottage Life, where every day is the
weekend.
Documentary - From Academy Award winning features to cutting-edge independent films, Documentary is home to
the most innovative, engrossing, edgy and entertaining documentaries and films from Canada and around the world.
The Rural Channel - Full of content that pertains directly the rural community, most of which isn’t even
available in Canada, it’s sure to have a program of interest to almost anyone!
Fox News - FOX News is a 24-hour American news channel featuring political commentary and news reporting.
FYI /
BBC Canada - FYI offers contemporary lifestyle programs that spark inspiration, imagination, and
innovation amongst viewers. From the fashionable-food-blogger to the adventure-seeking-bookworm, millennials are
history’s most progressive social innovators living hyphenated lives in digital domains. BBC CANADA features a broad
range of programming including cheeky comedies, critically acclaimed dramas and entertaining life and style series that
are both adventurous and wickedly entertaining. With exclusive access to many programs never before seen in Canada,
BBC CANADA offers a unique combination of classic favourites and new, cutting-edge programming.

Fight Network - Airs programming related to mixed martial arts, boxing, kickboxing, wrestling and other
combatant styles. Along with live fighting events, Fight Network airs fight-themed movies, documentaries, television
series, news and fitness-related shows.
GSN - American channel dedicated to game shows and reality shows.
HIFI - Celebrates a world full of music, art and design. Sit back and take in the very best from iconic rock, jazz and
opera concerts, to the world’s great museums and the passionate world of every day art. HIFI brings a sophisticated mix
of art inspired documentaries, award winning movies and masterful concerts
IFC - The hottest TV channel devoted to cool movies–uncut. See the movies everyone raves about–from awardwinners to groundbreakers to cult hits - movies air uncut every day. Plus, get bonus movie features and exclusive series
about the world of moviemaking in original series. IFC-where all the cool movies go
Investigation Discovery - Brings justice to television with a deeper look into the world of crime, forensics, paranormal
investigation and modern mysteries. ID offers arresting entertainment that delivers remarkable insight into the thrilling
twists and turns of real-life investigation and the most intriguing puzzles of human nature. Investigation Discovery
reveals the fascinating human potential for good and evil.
Lifetime HD - Lifetime is the exciting new home to engaging characters and riveting stories that women connect
with. With a schedule full of critically-acclaimed scripted series and exclusive hit reality shows and movies, the
channel features top Hollywood stars and captivating real-life personalities.
Love Nature - Discover, explore and connect with the wonder and beauty of nature. Commercial-free, familyfriendly programming invites you to unearth every astonishing detail—from natural phenomena to the marvels of the
animal kingdom. LOVE NATURE showcases exclusive series from around the globe, shot in the highest quality
imaginable.
Smithsonian Channel HD - Explores the history of our planet, life and culture, with 100% original, familyfriendly programming. From the origins of the universe to the deaths of civilizations, from upscale design awards to
down-home chili cook-offs, Smithsonian Channel HD tackles subjects as diverse and limitless as the American landscape.
NBA TV HD /
BTN HD - NBA TV Canada is the official channel of the Toronto Raptors and features live and
exclusive Raptors, NBA, WNBA and NBDL games, and exclusive pre and post-game shows for all Raptors games. BTN has
more than 350 live sports events, and virtually all of them in high definition, BTN is the ultimate destination for Big Ten
fans and alumni across the country. This is Big Ten Country, This is Where it Lives
Viceland - A collection of personal points-of-view. Our mission is to examine the world we live in, and explore the
things that awaken our sense of wonder. VICELAND features series examining all things culture, hosted by VICE
newcomers like Ellen Page, Michael K Williams, and chef Matty Matheson.
Wild TV - Canadian specialty channel aimed at fishing and hunting enthusiasts. It also features archery and motor
sports programming. Wild TV provides entertainment, education and conservation in its program delivery. The goal is to
instill enthusiasm and the ethics of outdoor sportsmanship in a new generation of outdoor enthusiasts. A subscription to
Wild TV also includes complementary, 24/7 access to Wild TV on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
World Fishing Network - Broadcasts fishing-related programming from Canada, including recreational and sport
fishing and lifestyle programming. Fishing tips, the best gear to use and recipes on how to cook the fish you just caught
are also featured.
Treehouse - Canadian English language cable television specialty channel with programming targeted towards
children seven years old and younger. Its name comes from YTV's former children's programming block, The Treehouse.
Teletoon HD - Primarily airs various cartoon series, including both original series and series imported from U.S.
networks (such as Cartoon Network)

ABC Spark HD - Based on the U.S. cable network ABC Family and focuses on programming primarily aimed at
teenagers and preteens with additional general interest family programming. Life Just Got Brighter
Cartoon Network HD - Cartoon Network (Canada) offers the best in award-winning animated content like
Adventure Time, Clarence, The Amazing World of Gumball, and Regular Show. CN brings a unique and diverse slate of
entertainment experiences to kids and families.
Family CHRGD - It’s wacky, it’s silly, it’s anything goes... it’s CHRGD. Kids TV will never be the same thanks to
CHRGD and its entertaining mix of series, specials and movies that keeps boredom at bay.
Family HD /
Family Jr HD - Family Channel is a premium, commercial-free network offering the best in family
television entertainment across Canada. Dedicated to celebrating family life and providing a fun experience for all, there
is never a dull moment on Family. Family Jr. is a commercial-free television network for preschool-aged children; home
to much-loved characters from popular TV shows. Family Jr. inspires kids to let their imaginations take flight
Disney XD - Disney XD offers a compelling mix of live-action and animated kids programming, transporting viewers
into worlds full of humour, unexpected fun and inspiring action-filled adventures.
Disney Channel / Disney Junior – Disney Channel is a family-inclusive television network that taps into the
world of kids and families. Disney Junior is the place on television where magical storytelling comes to life. It's a
commercial-free channel for younger children, offering the best in engaging and development-based programming.
Discovery Science - Discovery Science is a fact-based channel that takes things apart and peers inside, celebrating the
trials, errors and scientific events that forever change our world. It explores the quirky side of technology, human
progress, scientific discoveries and the people behind them.
Sundance Channel - Sundance Channel’s diverse and engaging selection of films, documentaries and original
programs represent the best in smart, emerging culture and provide a new way to see and talk about the world. A
subscription to Sundance Channel also includes complementary, 24/7 access to Sundance Channel on-demand content
via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Out TV - Fun and passionate mix of movies, drama, lifestyle, comedy, music & travel programs that appeals to both
the LGBT community and a broader progressive audience. A subscription to OUTtv also includes complementary, 24/7
access to OUTtv on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
One: Get Fit - Canadian specialty channel offering lifestyle and entertainment programming devoted to yoga,
meditation, fitness, health and alternative medicine.
Book Television The Channel - Canadian specialty channel that broadcasts programming covering books, literature,
and various media.
Fashion Television Channel - Canada's first and only 24-hour English language fashion channel dedicated to the
world of art, architecture, photography, and design. FT delivers a daily dose of international designer collections,
fashion photo sessions and a look at the stories behind the headlines in the world of style and design.
YTV - Canada’s leading kid and family network is seen in over 10.5 million households across Canada. YTV is the
channel that kids find funny and fascinating because it constantly surprises and challenges them and the way they see
their world. If a show is crazy, cool and clever, chances are it’s on YTV! A subscription to YTV also includes
complimentary access to YTV Go App and 24/7 access to YTV on-demand content via Shaw Direct On Demand.
Nickelodeon - TV Just for Kids. In fact, it is the NUMBER ONE kids' network in the world (seen in over 198
million homes around the world in over 30 languages). If there's something that kids like, you can be sure that Nick will
be there! A subscription to Nick also includes access to the Nick Go App.
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